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Staying fit
during
COVID."

-Viraj

CHALLENGE YOUR APRAXIA!
Greetings nonspeakers, families and allies! We trust you noticed that May has been all about
MOTOR at I-ASC. We wanted to raise awareness for National Apraxia Month AND having fun
showing off your purposeful motor skills.
It is important for us to educate our world about apraxia. Apraxia is the main reason that many
nonspeakers in the Spellerverse can’t speak reliably, or at all. It is more than often the reason
nonspeakers in our community have difficulty initiating their intended actions or maintaining
momentum to follow through to completion. Nonspeakers often appear to not understand
words or instructions because apraxia gets in the way. Apraxia, together with sensory
processing disorder and reactions to stimuli, sometimes leaves nonspeakers in our community
very misunderstood. Together we can change this.
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It's May - Challenge your Apraxia

Even though apraxia hinders the seamless execution of
purposeful movement, you can challenge your apraxia with
purposeful movement! You’ve been telling us that the more
purposeful motor you do, the better you get at it. It is key to
gaining back control of your body. When we practice
purposeful motor actions regularly, we myelinate neural
pathways, which means we build them the way a muscle
builds with regular workout. That’s why when you’re not
spelling, we know you love to challenge your apraxia in other
ways!
In the last few weeks, spellers, families, practitioners and allies
have taken action to educate the world about apraxia and
motor differences, and to celebrate the idea that we know it
takes a LOT to challenge Apraxia, but it is possible. In late
April, I-ASC’s Spellers and Allies Advocacy Network ushered in
Motor May with a totally lit international dance party that
attracted friends from across the globe and got us dancing to
some serious beats by the inimitable DJ Schaik it Up. Spellers
have been running with our Daily Motor Challenges.

It was the best
feeling in the world
to be riding my bike
without anyone
needing to be near
me and having to
tell my body what to
do. There is a lot of
my initiation that is
changing so much
and is helping me do
so much more with
my body."

-Graciela

READ MORE
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Six Things You Should Know about
Apraxia! What It’s Like & What We
*think* We Know.

Giorgena Sarantopoulos S2C Practitioner

Since our work at I-ASC is informed by subject matter experts,
those who are nonspeaking, minimally speaking and unreliably
speaking people, we wanted someone who is actually apraxic to
describe what this feels like. William was kind enough to share
his expertise and experience. We have added what we think we
know based on current science and research. The reality is there
is still so much to learn - the most important thing is to be open
to that learning!
1. “Having Apraxia feels like a weakening in my neural paths,
as if they don’t have the strength to deliver the weighted
instructions given by my mind to my body parts.”
Apraxia , or dyspraxia is the medical term used for what our
community refers to as the “brain-body disconnect." It refers to a
dysfunction in executing volitional movement, commanded by
the motor cortex, even if the same movement can be completed
involuntarily, and there is no other physical reason stopping its
execution.

I love doing
puzzles. It
makes me feel
unstoppable,
strong and
smart in the
most positive
way."

-Luka

READ MORE
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FREE LESSON!!!
The Brain Systems Behind
Controlling our Impulses and
Building our Attention

Shelley Carnes - S2C Practitioner

I’ve noticed lately that my mind has been wandering a lot, so
I wanted to explore how ATTENTION works (act). It turns
out a lot of us have wandering minds and many of
us struggle to stay focused. In fact, research says when we’re
reading or listening to the radio, our minds typically wander
anywhere from 20 to 40% of the time. Keeping our attention
on one thing can take a lot of effort. Luckily, there are
strategies to keep our bodies more regulated and our
attention spans more focused. But first, we have to
understand how it all works. So, let’s do that together today
and dig deeper into all the science behind building our
attention and managing our impulses.
According to DANIEL KAHNEMAN, psychologist and author of
“Thinking Fast and Slow”, our brain processing can be split
into two systems, System One and System Two.

Motor is not
easy. Take it
easy and be kind
to yourself.
Practice often
and you will
improve."

-Becky

FREE LESSON
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Innovations in Education 2020 has
been moved to a virtual format!

TICKET SALES BACK OPEN!!!!!
The Hirsch Academy and its sponsors are thrilled to announce
the rebirth of *Innovations in Education Virtual Conference* for
June 2020. This event was originally scheduled for March but
had to be postponed to keep attendees, presenters, sponsors
and committee as safe as possible from the effects of COVID-19.
Everyone was disappointed we couldn't all be together, but as
they shifted this previously sold out conference into a virtual
format, they are now able to allow for MORE ACCESS to ALL talks
for attendees as well as broadening their reach.
The Innovations Committee assembled internationally
recognized self-advocates and innovative educators, researchers
and professionals who are currently finding success with
revolutionary approaches in the classroom and beyond with
students with sensory, motor and communication differences.
They are joining together in June 2020 to share ideas,
approaches and inspiration. Powered by ZOOM.

I know how hard it
is to control the
body, especially in
the teen years. It
gets easier. Keep
practicing and get
ok with mistakes.
Mistakes lead to
success. They are a
vital part of the
process. Without
the mistakes we
have nothing. Invite
mistakes with
thanks."

-Kade

TICKETS
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Join us at the Neurolyrical
Cafe Open Mic Poetry Night

I-ASC is partnering with Unrestricted Interest to present
Neurolyrical Cafe!
Unrestricted Interest is a writing program and
consultancy dedicated to helping neurodivergent
learners transform their lives through writing. Our
monthly partnership will be an interactive celebration of
writing, both professional and beginner.
Each installment will have a separate theme with guest
readers, instructors and opportunities for you to share
your latest work. To present please send submissions to
communications@i-asc.org prior to the event.
When: Friday, May 29, 7pm EDT

The I-ASC
Motormorphosis
Conference has been
re-scheduled to
October - we hope!
Details will be
released soon with a
special event in July
to take it's place.

EVENTS
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